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1. GENERAL 

1.01 This section describes the procedure to 
be followed in response to the terminat-

ing marker connector alarms. The alarms de-
scribed are as follows: 

(A) Time Measure Alarm 

{B) False Release Ground Alarm 

1@02 Vlhen any terminating marker connector 
rails to perform its functions when 

called upon by one of its senders, it is ar-
ranged to ti.J.n.e out, operating the marker con-
nector time alarm. Whan this occurs, the CT 
lamp (which is common to all marker connec-
tors) is ligh·t;ed at the termir.ating trouble 
indicator frame and the major audible alarm 
is sounded. 

1.03 Ir a terminating marker is being held 
by the terminating maxker connectors 

giving an ala.rm, the marker time alarm func-
tions and the trouble indicator may be call-
ed upon to take a record of the equipment 
involved and the condition within the mark-
er. 

1.04 The operating of the terminating mark-
er connector time alarm automatically 

takes the associated senders out of service. 
The condition causing the alarm may further-
more be of such a nature that it will sim-
ilarly block any other call coming through 
the marker connector, before the trouble has 
been located and cleared. rt is, therefore, 
essential that prompt attention be given such 
alanns in order that serious service reac-
tion.a may be averted. 

1.05 The time measure alarm does not lock 
in, therefore, the alarm as well as 

the trouble indications r.iay be released up-
on ti111ing out ot the associated senders. 

1.06 False ground on the "RL" or "TRL" lead 
causes a locked in ale.rm but does not 

remove the associated senders and marker 
connectors from service. 
1.07 The lamp and keys assoolat~d with the 

alarms for the terminating !llfil"ker con-
nector are all located on the terminating 
trouble indicator frrune. 

2. APPARA'l'US 

2.01 No. 275A (make-busy) plug. 
3. METHOD 

(A) Time :Measure Alarm 

:3 .01 If in rea-ponse to the ma.jor alarm a 
lighted C:'.l.' lam.p on the trouble indi-

cator frame is found, operate the Bat. Key. 
This connects battery to all of the C (mark-
er connector) ands (sender) ls:mps of the 
marker connector time alarm circuit a?J.d caus-
es the Clamp of the marker connector in-
volved to light steadily. If the sender is 
still attached the S (sender) lamp will al-
so light steadily. 

Note: The C and S lamps will light 
as long as the sender is connected 
to the terminating marker. Hence, 
only a steady lamp indicates a trou-
ble condition. 

3.02 Insert a 275A plug into the GB jack 
associated with the connector in trou-

ble in order to insure that the circuits are 
held out of service until the trouble is 
cleared. 

3.03 Observe the C ands lamps and from 
them determine in what general direc-

tion or inwl:at particular piece ot equip-
ment trouble may be located; for example, 
(a.) if only the C marker connector lamp is 
light·ed, the alarm has probably been caused 
by the operation of one o"f the SS relays and 
by the failure of its associated S relay to 
operate; (b) the lighting of an S lamp in 
addition to the Clamp may be an indication 
that the marker connector had been seized 
by a sender, but either it has failed to con-
nect itself to a marker or the marker to 
which it has connected has failed to com-
plete its functions. 

3.04 Observe the relays in the marker con-
nector to more definitely locate the 

source of trouble. 

3.05 If the Sand Clamps are lighted but 
no marker time alarm operated, check 

the DS relays of the marker connector to be 
sure no marker has been seized. If not, check 
the CB relays to determine which is the first 
marker available to the marker connector and 
find out why that marker has not been con-
nected. Should it be found that all mark-
ers are busy to the marker connector, deter-
m.ine the r'easQn for this condition and re-
lease t,t once any which are being held busy 
in error. 

3.06 If a me:rker is inoperative with re-
spect to all marker connectors, make 

it busy by placing a No. 275A plug in the 
associated DB jack. 

3.07 If a :marker is inoperative with some 
marker connector but will function 

properly with others make it busy to the 
former by placing a 275A plug in the proper 
CB jack. 
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3.08 If the trouble is located in the send-
er and is such that it cannot be clear-

ed immediately, make the sender busy by plac-
ing a No. 275A plug in the sender make busy 
jack, and manually restore the sender to nor-
mal. Then remove the 275A plug from the GB 
jack associated with the connector and re-
store the BAT key to normal. 

3.09 If the trouble is located in the mark-
er connector circuit it may be neces-

sary to keep the entire group of senders out 
of service until the trouble has been defin-
itely cleared. 

3.10 If a terminating marker is being held, 
the terminating marker time alarm will 

usually be found operated in addition to the 
marker connector time alarm.. Under this con-
dition the DT lamp in addition to the CT 
lamp will be lighted on the trouble indica-
tor frame. When two such alarms are asso-
ciated, proceed in accordance with the in-
structions for the marker time alarms. 

(B) False Release Ground Alarm 

3.11 When the GB lamp is lighted operate the 
BAT key and note which marker connec-

tor is in trouble as indicated by the C 
lamp. 
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3.12 Insert a 275A plug into the GB jaok 
associated with the marker connector 

in trouble. 
3.13 Operate the RI.A key. This may restore 

the major ala.rm and extinguish the C 
and GR lamps. 
3.14 If the C and GR lamps are not ex-

tinguished upon the operation of the 
RLA key it may be an indication that there 
is a solid ground on the "RL" or "TRL" leads. 
3.15 If the GR lamp was extinguished by the 

operation of the RLA key inspect the 
wiring and contacts associated with "RL" and 
"TRL" leads for possible sources of inter-
mittent crosses and grounds. 
3.16 After the trouble is cleared it n.ay 

be necessary to reoperate the RLA key 
to restore the :major alarm and the C and GR 
lamps. 
3.17 Remove the 275A plug from the GB jack 

so as to restore the terminating mark-
er connector and senders to service and re-
store the BAT key to normal. 

4. REPORTS 
4.01 The required record of these alarms 

should be entered on the proper form. 


